Drexel-SDP GK-12 ACTIVITY

Science
Weather and Aeronautics
Up, Up and Away! Building an airplane

Grade Level

_6_ (_5_-_8_)

Lesson # _6_ of _10_
Lesson Dependency Lessons 1 through 10 of the Weather and
Aeronautics Lesson and Activity Group

Time Required: 2 Hours
Summary
In this lesson, students apply what they have learned about the parts and axes of an airplane to
construct a small airplane model themselves, and test it in flight.

Engineering Connection
The aeronautics course is intended as a multi-disciplinary course in physics, math and history of aviation.
Navigation, forces of flight, principles of flight, history of flight, and environmental factors (including
weather and landforms) are specifically investigated. The core curricular items are emphasized, and
aviation is considered an underlying theme. The intent is to provide grounding to the curriculum
components learned in a typical K-12 school year. Aviation easily generates a lot of excitement among
this age group, and as a result, measurable results are expected in these subjects.
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PA Science Educational Standards
•
•
•
•
•

3.1.7A Explain the parts of a simple system and their relationship to each other.
3.1.7B Describe the use of models as an application of scientific or technological concepts.
3.2.7A Explain and apply scientific and technological knowledge.
3.2.7C Identify and use the elements of scientific inquiry to solve problems.
3.4.7C Identify and explain the principles of force and motion.

PreRequisite Knowledge
Principles of lift and flight demonstrated through experimentation described by the Bernoulli Lessons in
this unit.

Learning Objectives
After this lesson, students should be able to:
•

Build a simple aircraft.

•

Identify the parts of the airplane.

•

Justify the controls of the aircraft in flight.

Materials
Squirrel Parts

• 1/16 x 3/16 x 12" bag (Wing LE and TE)
• 1/16 x 3/16 x 6" bag (Stabilizers)
• 1/16 x 3/16 x 2" bag (Ribs, Winglets, Fins)
• 1/16 x 3/16 x 1" bag (Shims)
• 1/8 x 3/8 x 12" bag (Motor Sticks)
• 1/8 x 3/8 x 4" bag (Wing Seats)
• 1/8 x 1/4 x 1/2" bag (Motor Block)
• Toothpicks
• Thread Spool
• #8 elastics
• Pre-cut Tissue
• Propellers with Hardware
• Rubber Motors
Workshop Tools
• Scissors (1 set for every 3 builder)
• Glue Sticks (1 per builder)
• White Glue (1 bottle)
• Wax paper to distribute glue

Discussion
Take the wood pieces and label them as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

A
B
C
D
E
F
• G

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

x3 1/16x3/16x12 (wing)
x2 (fin and wing supports)
x6 (stabilizer)
x1 (wing shim)
1/8x1/4x12 (body)
x1/2 (prop mount)
x4 (Wing seat)

This will make assembly easier for students. The original instructions, taken from [Building the
Airplane], are shown in the following figure. However, they are best described using the following
procedure:
1. Using two “A” pieces and three “B” pieces, assemble a rectangular wing using the “B”
pieces as wing supports. It is not necessary to create winglets as shown in the figure.
Glue with wood glue.
2. Using another “A” piece, glue a wing rib around two thirds of the way up the wing.
What is the purpose of this? Think of Bernoulli’s principle and increased surface area for
faster airflow over the wing. Glue with wood glue.
3. Wrap the wing in tissue paper, gluing on with Elmer’s glue.

4. Using a “B” and “C” piece, create a stabilizer and fin. This is done by Elmer’s gluing
each wood piece to separate tissue paper so that about 2 inches hangs back and ½ inch on
either side of the paper.
5. Wood glue the motor block / prop mount (“F” piece) and the wing seat (“G” piece) to the
body (“E” piece). The wing seat sits above the body, about 1 ½ inches from the front.
The prop mount rests below the body, directly on the front.
6. Wood glue the fin and the stabilizer to the back of the body. The stabilizer should sit
horizontally across the back, and the fin should sit vertically across the back in the
middle. Leave a little wood overlapping below the airplane from the fin. In both cases,
the tissue paper should face backwards from the airplane.
7. Wood glue the wing shim (“D” piece) to the center of the front of the wing, on the
bottom of the front “A” piece. Then use the rubber band to loop the wing onto the body
above the wing seat. The rubber band should loop vertically across the body of the
aircraft, from the front to the back of the wing seat.
8. Using thread, tie a toothpick to the overhanging wood from the fin. The toothpick should
face downward from the plane and will be used to attach a rubber band to the propeller,
which will attach to the prop mount. Loop the thread around the stabilizer and fin several
times, and also between the tissue paper between the stabilizer and fin. Elmer’s glue the
stabilizer tissue paper to the fin tissue paper.
9. Attach the propeller to the prop mount, and a rubber band from the prop to the toothpick.
To launch, wind up the rubber band and throw slightly downward. Experiment with the
position of the wing and the angle of throw.
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